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Abstract

The MCM DNA helicase is a central regulatory target during genome replication. MCM is kept 

inactive during G1 and activated in S phase to initiate replication. During this transition, the only 

known chemical change on MCM is the gain of multi-site phosphorylation that promotes cofactor 

recruitment. As replication initiation is intimately linked to multiple biological cues, additional 

changes on MCM can provide further regulatory points. Here, we describe a yeast MCM 

sumoylation cycle that negatively regulates replication. MCM subunits undergo sumoylation upon 

loading at origins in G1 prior to MCM phosphorylation. MCM sumoylation levels then decline as 

MCM phosphorylation levels rise, suggesting an inhibitory role in replication. Indeed, increasing 

MCM sumoylation impairs replication initiation through promoting the recruitment of a 

phosphatase that reduces MCM phosphorylation and activation. MCM sumoylation thus 

counterbalances kinase-based regulation to ensure accurate control of replication initiation.

Introduction

The initiation of DNA replication is tightly controlled to ensure that duplication of every 

locus occurs once and only once per cell cycle, and to establish specific replication programs 

unique to an organism or cell type. Impairment in regulating replication initiation can lead to 

various forms of genomic changes and instability, and consequently human diseases and 

cancers
1–5

. Previous studies have revealed multiple forms of regulation at both local and 

global levels, with several of them targeting a key replicative enzyme, the DNA helicase 

MCM
4,6–12

.

The MCM complex is composed of Mcm2–7 subunits and is highly conserved from yeast to 

humans. Among its many roles during replication, MCM is critical for replisome assembly. 
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It is the first replisome component to arrive at replication initiation sites (or origins). In 

budding yeast, MCM loading at origins is mediated by Cdc6 and the origin recognition 

complex (ORC, comprising Orc1–6) in late mitosis and G1 phase in a process called origin 

licensing (Fig. 1a)
13,14

. A subset of loaded MCM then initiates stepwise replisome assembly 

in a process termed origin firing. This begins with the recruitment of two co-factors, namely 

Cdc45 and the heterotetrameric GINS complex (Fig. 1a). Recruitment of both factors 

requires kinases: Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK, composed of Cdc7 and Dbf4) 

phosphorylation of primarily Mcm4 recruits Cdc45, and subsequent S-cyclin-dependent 

kinase (S-CDK) phosphorylation of non-MCM proteins recruits GINS (Fig. 1a)
15,16

. The 

complex formed by Cdc45, MCM, and GINS (or CMG) serves as the replicative 

helicase
13,14

. Following CMG formation, more than a dozen additional replisome members 

assemble in a highly ordered yet still poorly understood manner before replication is 

initiated
17,18

. Throughout this intricate replisome assembly process, MCM and CMG are 

kept inactive to prevent premature DNA unwinding.

The precision of many biological processes depends on a balanced act between positive and 

negative regulation. It is conceivable that the tightly controlled transition from inactive to 

active MCM states also requires additional regulation besides the known kinase-based 

positive regulation. Recent studies have indeed revealed other chemical modifications of 

MCM. In particular, proteomic screens in yeast, humans, and plants have shown that MCM 

subunits are sumoylated, revealing another highly conserved MCM modification
19–21

. 

Sumoylation entails the conjugation of the small protein modifier SUMO to lysine residue(s) 

on target proteins. This modification is reversible through desumoylation, and the cycle of 

sumoylation and desumoylation is highly dynamic in cells. The addition and removal of 

SUMO exert a range of effects on protein function, such as altering protein-protein 

interactions or enzymatic activities, and impact a variety of cellular processes
22,23

. While 

SUMO is known to affect genome maintenance, its roles in this arena have been examined 

mostly under genome damaging situations
19,24–28

; how SUMO influences the normal 

replication program is largely not answered.

To understand how sumoylation of MCM subunits pertains to normal replication programs, 

we first examined spatial and temporal patterns of this modification in budding yeast. We 

found that sumoylation of the six MCM subunits occurs exclusively on chromatin. 

Moreover, MCM sumoylation levels oscillate during the cell cycle in a manner opposite to 

those of MCM phosphorylation, suggesting that MCM sumoylation is an inhibitory marker 

for replication. The MCM sumoylation cycle depends on key MCM loaders and activators, 

suggesting that it is integral to MCM functions. Importantly, increased MCM sumoylation 

impairs replication initiation and decreases CMG levels. Mechanistically, these effects are 

linked to an enhanced recruitment of the phosphatase PP1 that counteracts DDK functions. 

Taken together, our findings suggest that MCM sumoylation enables a form of negative 

regulation during replication initiation. We propose that the dual control of MCM by two 

modifications ensures precise replication initiation and enables flexible control of genome 

duplication under different cellular contexts.
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Results

Detection of MCM subunit sumoylation during normal growth

In search of additional means of MCM regulation, we investigated its sumoylation, which 

has been found in proteomic screens in multiple organisms
19–21

. To detect sumoylation, we 

followed a well-established method wherein denaturing conditions throughout protein 

preparation minimizes desumoylation
29

. In this method, the endogenous yeast SUMO 

(Smt3) is replaced with a His6-Flag-tagged version (HF-Smt3) at its genomic locus, such 

that sumoylated forms containing HF-Smt3 are enriched by Ni-NTA resin (referred to as Ni 

PD). Although unmodified forms of proteins show nonspecific histidine-mediated binding to 

Ni-NTA, they are distinguished from sumoylated forms upon western blotting for a 

particular protein by two criteria: 1) sumoylated forms are detected only in the presence of 

HF-Smt3, but not untagged Smt3, whereas unmodified forms are detectable regardless of the 

presence of HF-Smt3; 2) mono-sumoylated forms show ~20 kDa upshift compared to the 

unmodified forms.

In our tests, Mcm2–7 proteins were tagged with HA at their endogenous loci and fully 

supported cell growth. In the presence of HF-Smt3, but not untagged Smt3, a modified form 

of each MCM subunit was detected by the anti-HA antibody on western blots (Fig. 1b). In 

each case, the modified form exhibited a ~20 kDa upshift from the unmodified form of the 

protein (Fig. 1b). Consistent with being the sumoylated species, these modified forms 

showed smaller upshift when SUMO was tagged with a smaller tag (Supplementary Fig. 1a). 

Sumoylated form(s) of each MCM subunit were also seen when immunoprecipitated protein 

was examined by western blotting using SUMO-specific antibody (Supplemental Fig. 1b). 

In all cases, the detected levels of MCM sumoylation were not abundant, consistent with the 

dynamic nature of this modification. Taken together, two different approaches both showed 

that a fraction of each MCM subunit was sumoylated during normal growth. For our 

subsequent tests, we used the Ni PD method.

MCM sumoylation on chromatin requires its loading at origins

As MCM is subject to tight spatial regulation and can only function upon chromatin loading, 

we asked whether the chromatin-bound or soluble fraction of MCM was sumoylated. As 

shown in Figure 1c, sumoylated MCM subunits were detected exclusively in the chromatin-

bound fraction. Consistent with this finding, MCM subunit sumoylation was absent when 

MCM loading onto chromatin was prevented by Cdc6 depletion in G1 cells (Fig. 1d and 

Supplementary Fig. 2a). These results suggest that MCM subunit sumoylation occurs on 

chromatin after the complex is loaded at origins.

MCM sumoylation levels peak in G1 and decline in S phase

Next, we examined the temporal regulation of MCM sumoylation during the cell cycle. Cells 

were arrested in G1 and then allowed to synchronously progress through the cell cycle (Fig. 

2a, FACS). Using Mcm6 as an example, we observed an oscillation in its sumoylation levels: 

sumoylation of Mcm6 peaked in G1 phase coinciding with its chromatin loading, declined 

during S phase, and reappeared in M phase, concurrent with the next loading cycle (Fig. 2a). 
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Examination of chromatin-bound Mcm6 also showed a high sumoylation level in G1 and a 

low level in S phase (Supplementary Fig. 2b).

Similar patterns were seen for Mcm2–5 (Fig. 2b). Their sumoylation was detected in G1 

when DDK activity, as indicated by Mcm4 phosphorylation, and CDK activity, as indicated 

by Orc6 phosphorylation, were low (Fig. 2b). Expectedly, CMG levels were also low in G1, 

as evidenced by the low amount of the GINS subunit Psf1 associated with Mcm4 (Fig. 2b). 

As cells entered S phase, DDK and CDK activities, as well as CMG levels, rose (Fig. 2b), 

while Mcm2–5 sumoylation levels diminished (Fig. 2b). In G2-M phase when DDK and 

CDK activities, as well as CMG levels fell, sumoylation levels of Mcm2–5 rose again (Fig. 

2b). The Mcm7 sumoylation pattern was somewhat different. Like other MCM subunits, 

Mcm7 sumoylation was detected in G1; but unlike others, Mcm7 sumoylation persisted 

throughout most of S phase, then decreased in late S phase and reappeared in G2-M phase 

(Fig. 2b). The difference in sumoylation patterns between Mcm2–6 and Mcm7 likely reflect 

distinct regulation and functions.

Taken together, sumoylation levels of six MCM subunits oscillate during the cell cycle in a 

pattern opposite to that of DDK and CDK-mediated phosphorylation events. This was also 

visualized by plotting the relative ratio of sumoylated or phosphorylated Mcm4 vs. 

unmodified Mcm4 proteins (Fig, 2c). This temporal pattern suggests that contrary to 

phosphorylation, MCM sumoylation is an inhibitory marker for replication initiation.

MCM sumoylation loss in S phase requires DDK and GINS

To gain a detailed understanding of the changes in Mcm2–6 sumoylation at the G1-S 

transition, we examined the roles of two key MCM regulators, namely DDK and GINS. To 

test the role of DDK, cells containing the temperature sensitive cdc7-4 allele and HA-tagged 

MCM subunits were arrested in G1 at permissive temperature (24°C), and then shifted to 

non-permissive temperature (37°C) before release into S phase (Fig. 3a). cdc7-4 inactivation 

upon temperature shift was confirmed by the lack of Mcm4 phosphorylation (Supplementary 

Fig. 2c). We found that sumoylation of Mcm2–6 still occurred in G1 when DDK was 

inactivated, and that the Mcm6 sumoylation level was similar to that in wild-type cells (Fig. 

3a). Thus, bulk MCM sumoylation in G1 does not require DDK. On the other hand, DDK 

inactivation prevented the loss of Mcm2–6 sumoylation when G1 cells were released into S 

phase (Fig. 3a). This effect was not due to indirect alteration of CDK activity (monitored by 

Orc6 phosphorylation) or DNA damage checkpoint activity (monitored by Rad53 

phosphorylation) (Supplementary Fig. 2c). Thus, DDK is required for loss of Mcm2–6 

sumoylation when cells enter S phase.

To test the role of GINS, we used an IAA-inducible degron (or aid) method to acutely 

deplete the GINS subunit Psf2
30,31

. Psf2-aid and control cells were arrested in G2-M phase 

and Psf2-aid was degraded after IAA addition (Fig. 3b; Supplementary Fig. 2d–2e). Cells 

were next released into G1 arrest in the presence of IAA, and subsequently allowed to enter 

S phase (Fig. 3b). Efficient Psf2-aid degradation, proper cell cycle arrest and release, and 

expected lethality caused by Psf2 degradation are shown in Supplementary Figure 2d–2f. As 

in the case for DDK, Psf2 loss did not affect Mcm2–6 sumoylation in G1, but prevented 
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Mcm2–6 sumoylation loss upon S phase entry (Fig. 3b). The observed effects were not due 

to a lack of CDK or abnormal checkpoint activity (Supplementary Fig. 2e).

Taken together, these results show that DDK and GINS are not required for Mcm2–6 

sumoylation in G1; rather, they are required for the loss of this modification at the beginning 

of S phase. These findings, in conjunction with the cell cycle pattern of Mcm2–6 

sumoylation, suggest that the modification takes place prior to DDK- and GINS-mediated 

events and then decreases in a DDK- and GINS-dependent manner upon S phase entry.

Mcm6 sumoylation loss coincides with origin firing

Next we addressed how the change in Mcm2–6 sumoylation status at the G1-S transition is 

related to early and late origin firing. It is known that releasing G1 cells into media 

containing 200 mM HU for a short time (e.g. 60 min) allows limited DNA synthesis from 

early origins
32

. The number of fired origins greatly increases when checkpoint-mediated 

inhibition of late origins is removed by mutating the phosphorylation sites on the DDK 

subunit Dbf4 and the replisome assembly factor Sld3 (dbf4-4A sld3-A)
33

. Thus, releasing 

G1 cells into HU media for a short time allows the assessment of the influence of firing only 

early origins (in wild-type cells) versus both early and late origins (in dbf4-4A sld3-A cells).

Using this experimental setup, we found that at 40 min post-release into HU, Mcm6 

sumoylation level was reproducibly decreased by 30% in wild-type and 65% in dbf4-4A 
sld3-A cells, compared to those in G1-arrested cells (Fig. 3c). These results suggest that loss 

of Mcm6 sumoylation coincides with the firing of both early and late origins. As wild-type 

and dbf4-4A sld3-A cells do not experience replication termination under this treatment
12

, 

the observed Mcm6 sumoylation loss is not associated with replication termination.

Mcm6-SuOn increases MCM sumoylation

The correlation of Mcm2–6 sumoylation loss with origin firing led us to hypothesize that 

this modification is inhibitory to replication initiation. An important prediction of this 

hypothesis is that increasing MCM sumoylation should impair replication initiation. To test 

this, we employed a tagging strategy that utilizes the high affinity SUMO interaction region 

from a catalytically inactive SUMO protease domain to promote sumoylation of its fusion 

partner and subunits of the same complex, presumably by increasing local SUMO 

concentration
34

 (Supplementary Fig. 3a). This tag, referred to as SuOn (denoting SUMO 

on), was fused to Mcm6. As a control, Mcm6 was fused with the same tag that contains a 

point mutation of a key residue for SUMO interaction (Mcm6-ctrl)
34,35

. Both fusions were 

expressed from the endogenous MCM6 locus and tagged with the V5 epitope.

Compared with Mcm6-ctrl, Mcm6-SuOn showed ~4-fold increase in a modified form of the 

protein in both G1 and S phases (Fig. 4a). This form exhibited the characteristic ~20 kDa 

upshift of mono-SUMO modification, and was increased in Mcm6-SuOn cells, suggesting 

that it was the sumoylated form (Fig. 4a). We validated this conclusion using two additional 

tests. First, compared with untagged SUMO, HF-Smt3 led to a further upshift of this form 

(Supplementary Fig. 3b). Second, immunoprecipitation of Mcm6-SuOn or Mcm6-ctrl 

followed by western blotting showed that this form was recognized by a SUMO-specific 

antibody (Supplementary Fig. 3c). Taken together, these findings demonstrated that the 
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modified form represented the sumoylated form. Mcm6-SuOn also increased sumoylation 

levels of three other MCM subunits (Mcm2, 4 and 7), thus is an effective tool to increase 

MCM sumoylation (Supplementary Fig. 3d).

Subsequent tests showed that Mcm6-SuOn did not affect the general behavior of MCM or 

modification of other replication factors: 1) Mcm6-SuOn did not change protein levels or 

MCM complex formation (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 3e); 2) the protein exhibited 

normal chromatin vs. cytosol distribution, suggesting proficient chromosomal loading (Fig. 

4b); 3) its SUMO-form was detected in chromatin fraction in a Cdc6-dependent manner 

(Fig. 4b–4c); 4) Mcm6-SuOn did not affect sumoylation of several other DNA replication 

factors (Supplementary Fig. 3f); and 5) it did not show abnormal DNA damage checkpoint 

activation (Fig. 4a). These results suggest that the increased MCM sumoylation caused by 

Mcm6-SuOn obeys the rules of MCM sumoylation and does not perturb general MCM 

behavior or other replication and checkpoint protein modifications.

Mcm6-SuOn impairs replication initiation

Next, we examined how increased MCM sumoylation by Mcm6-SuOn affected replication 

and growth. Mcm6-SuOn grew slowly, while Mcm6-ctrl supported normal growth (Fig. 4d 

and Supplementary Fig. 4a). Importantly, this defect was ameliorated when the SUMO E2 

Ubc9 was mutated (Fig. 4e). Thus, while tagging per se did not interfere with protein 

functions, Mcm6-SuOn impaired growth in a sumoylation-dependent manner.

We next examined the kinetics of S phase progression. To avoid chronic defects caused by 

Mcm6-SuOn, we constructed diploid cells homozygous for cdc7-4, containing either Mcm6-

SuOn or Mcm6-ctrl and an Mcm6-aid allele. As illustrated in Figure 5a, cells grown at the 

permissive temperature for cdc7-4 (24 °C) were synchronized in G2-M. Mcm6-aid was then 

depleted by IAA addition. Next, cells were released from G2-M arrest and synchronized at 

the G1-S boundary by raising the temperature to 37°C to inactivate cdc7-4. Finally, cells 

were released from this arrest by bringing the temperature back to 24°C to reactivate 

Cdc7-4. FACS profiles showed that cells containing Mcm6-SuOn or Mcm6-ctrl entered S 

phase after the final release, but Mcm6-SuOn cells exhibited a slower replication profile 

compared to Mcm6-ctrl cells (Fig. 5a). Quantification of DNA content from the FACS 

analyses suggested that the mutant moved through S phase at about half the speed as the 

control (Fig. 5b).

To understand if the slow replication seen in Mcm6-SuOn cells was due to replication 

initiation defects, we subjected the samples collected in the above tests to two-dimensional 

agarose gel electrophoresis (2D gel). Using probes specific to an early origin (ARS305) and 

a late origin (ARS609), replication-firing events were detected as bubble DNA structures as 

shown previously (Fig. 5c–5d). While Mcm6-ctrl cells showed robust origin firing signals at 

both loci at expected times, Mcm6-SuOn cells showed weaker signals, indicating impaired 

replication initiation (Fig. 5c–5d).

Deep sequencing analysis of samples from cdc7-4 arrest (0 min) and 30 min after release 

was used to deduce copy number changes and genome-wide replication profiles. This 

analysis showed that Mcm6-SuOn cells exhibited decreased replication at nearly all the 
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origins annotated in OriDB compared with Mcm6-ctrl (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Fig. 5). 

Taken together, these results demonstrate that increased MCM sumoylation levels impair 

genome-wide replication from both early and late origins.

Increasing MCM sumoylation levels compromises CMG formation

To gain insight into the molecular basis of the replication initiation defects associated with 

Mcm6-SuOn, we examined CMG formation, since it is critical for replisome assembly. 

CMG formation can be assessed by measuring the amount of Cdc45 or a GINS subunit (e.g. 

Psf1) that co-immunoprecipitates with Mcm6. Using the samples obtained from experiments 

depicted in Figure 5a, we found that Mcm6-SuOn co-purified lower amounts of both Cdc45 

and Psf1, compared to Mcm6-ctrl, at 30 and 40 min after S phase entry (Fig. 6a). This 

finding suggested that Mcm6-SuOn interfered with CMG formation. This conclusion was 

substantiated by the observation that Mcm4 phosphorylation was reduced in Mcm6-SuOn 

cells, compared with Mcm6-ctrl in G1 and S phases (Fig. 6b, lane 1–8). In addition, we 

found that mimicking constitutive sumoylation by using an Mcm6-SUMO fusion led to 

similar defects as seen for Mcm6-SuOn, i.e., lower amounts of Cdc45 and Psf1 were 

associated with Mcm6-SUMO than with the control (Supplementary Fig. 6a). Consistent 

with this, Mcm6-SUMO fusion strains grew poorly and showed slower replication profiles 

(Supplementary Fig. 6b–6c). Our findings that increasing MCM sumoylation using two 

strategies resulted in similar molecular and phenotypic defects strongly support a negative 

role for MCM sumoylation in controlling replication initiation at a step involving CMG 

formation.

Removing a PP1 cofactor rescues defects of Mcm6-SuOn cells

As Mcm4 phosphorylation is a prerequisite for CMG formation, we determined if low 

Mcm4 phosphorylation could be responsible for the observed Mcm6-SuOn defects. We 

tested this idea genetically by removing the phosphatase PP1 (Glc7, essential in budding 

yeast) binding partner Rif1, as disruption of this complex increases Mcm4 phosphorylation 

in both G1 and S phases
9–11

. Rif1 loss in Mcm6-SuOn increased Mcm4 phosphorylation 

without affecting Mcm6 sumoylation level in both cell cycle phases (Fig. 6b, lanes 5–12).

Importantly, Rif1 loss improved Mcm6-SuOn growth, as assessed by spore clone sizes and 

spotting assays (Fig. 7a). Control cells showed wild-type levels of Mcm4 phosphorylation, 

which were increased by rif1Δ as expected (Supplementary Fig. 6d). Also, no growth defects 

were seen for Mcm6-ctrl or Mcm6-ctrl rif1Δ cells (Fig. 7a). We also compared rif1Δ with 

two other mutations, mcm5-bob1 and mcm2-4-174Δ, known to improve replication when 

Mcm4 phosphorylation is dampened. While the lethality of Mcm6-ctrl mcm2-4-174Δ 

precluded testing this allele (Supplementary Fig. 4b), we found that mcm5-bob1 did not 

suppress cdc7-4 as potently as rif1Δ (Supplementary Fig. 4c) and failed to suppress Mcm6-

SuOn growth defects (Supplementary Fig. 4d), suggesting that suppression of Mcm6-SuOn 

requires maximal bypass of Mcm4 phosphorylation defects. Taken together, the observed 

rif1Δ suppression of Mcm6-SuOn cells supports the notion that reduced Mcm4 

phosphorylation is partly responsible for the replication defects in these cells.
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Mcm6-SuOn shows increased association with PP1

The above findings, in conjunction with a previously detected interaction between Glc7 and 

SUMO
36

, raised the possibility that the reduction in Mcm4 phosphorylation caused by 

MCM hypersumoylation may be due to increased recruitment of Glc7 to MCM. To test this, 

we examined the Glc7–Mcm6 association in G1 cells by co-immunoprecipitation. We 

detected a slight but reproducible enrichment of Glc7 in the immunoprecipitated fraction 

when Mcm6 was pulled down (Fig. 7b). Importantly, we found a 2-fold greater enrichment 

of Glc7 in the immunoprecipitated fraction of Mcm6-SuOn cells, compared to Mcm6-ctrl 

cells, both in G1 and upon release into S phase (Fig. 7b and Supplementary Fig. 6e). As the 

level of association of Glc7 with Mcm6-SuOn was not affected in cells lacking Rif1 

(Supplementary Fig. 6f), Rif1 likely has additional roles in promoting Glc7 functions. Taken 

together, our results suggest that MCM sumoylation promotes Glc7 recruitment to MCM, 

thereby disfavoring MCM phosphorylation.

Discussion

Proper control of replication initiation is important for cell survival and for the prevention of 

human diseases. While positive regulation promotes origin licensing and replisome 

assembly, negative regulation is needed to prevent premature initiation or re-replication, and 

to ensure the proper sequence of events in the assembly of a functional replisome. Many of 

these regulatory targets are subunits of MCM due to its central role in multiple aspects of 

replication. While phosphorylation was the only known chemical modification on MCM that 

regulates replication initiation thus far, other modifications have recently been identified 

through studies such as proteomic screens. Here we examined a highly conserved MCM 

modification by SUMO and demonstrated its strict temporal and spatial regulation in cells 

(summarized in Fig. 7c). For each MCM subunit, a fraction of the protein showed 

sumoylation upon Cdc6-mediated MCM loading onto chromatin, prior to bulk Mcm4 

phosphorylation (Fig. 1 and 2). As cells entered S phase, Mcm2–6 sumoylation levels 

greatly decreased (Fig. 2). This loss was associated with replication initiation from both 

early and late origins (Fig. 3c). That the pattern of MCM sumoylation was opposite to that of 

replication activity suggested that this modification played a negative role in replication. We 

tested this model by increasing MCM sumoylation through the use of Mcm6-SuOn or 

mimicking the modification by Mcm6-SUMO fusion (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. 6a–6c). In 

both cases, cell growth and replication were impeded and CMG levels were reduced, 

providing strong evidence for this model (Figs. 4d, 5a–5e; Supplementary Figs. 5, 6a–6c). In 

addition, the growth defect of Mcm6-SuOn was rescued either by reducing sumoylation or 

diminishing protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) function, which restored Mcm4-phosphorylation 

(Figs. 4e, 6b, 7a). Finally, our data suggest that MCM sumoylation promotes the association 

of PP1 with MCM (Fig. 7b; Supplementary Fig. 6e), providing a mechanism for targeting 

the phosphatase specifically to chromatin-loaded MCM in G1 phase (model in Fig. 7c).

Our results also suggest that the reversal of MCM sumoylation is important. The loss of 

Mcm2–6 sumoylation required DDK and GINS (Fig. 3a–3b), suggesting that an active 

desumoylation process may occur to remove this replication-inhibition marker. Consistent 

with an active role of DDK in MCM sumoylation loss, artificially increasing DDK activity 
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by removing Rif1 reduced the sumoylation of Mcm2 and 6 proteins (Supplementary Fig. 

7a), though this effect was masked in Mcm6-SuOn cells (Fig. 6b). DDK unlikely influences 

MCM sumoylation loss by altering substrate properties, since sumoylated forms of Mcm4 

did not appear to be phosphorylated (Supplementary Fig. 7b). Rather, DDK could affect this 

process by modulating the desumoylation enzyme(s). Between the two desumoylation 

enzymes in yeast, acute depletion of Ulp2, but not Ulp1, increased the sumoylation levels of 

Mcm4 and 6 on chromatin (Supplementary Fig. 7c–7e), pointing to a potential role of this 

enzyme in DDK-mediated removal of MCM sumoylation. Thus, while our study focuses on 

MCM sumoylation and reveals a role for this modification in counteracting DDK-mediated 

phosphorylation in G1, the reverse is likely true at the junction of replication initiation. Such 

dual regulation could ensure the precise deployment of each regulatory module during 

replication initiation. The dynamic nature of sumoylation and desumoylation in cells and 

potential sumoylation loss during extraction likely explain the low levels of sumoylation 

observed for each MCM subunit, as for most other substrates. Our data suggest that even a 

low level of MCM sumoylation suffices to achieve a biological effect either because 

sumoylation promotes the recruitment of an enzyme, a small amount of which can catalyze 

multiple reactions, or because sumoylation of multiple MCM subunits may have redundant 

roles.

While our findings suggest one role of MCM sumoylation in replication regulation, they do 

not exclude other possible functions. For example, as Rif1 removal only partially rescues the 

Mcm6-SuOn growth defect (Fig. 7a), it is possible that MCM sumoylation has other roles in 

inhibiting replication. One probable scenario is that MCM sumoylation may block the 

recruitment of Cdc45 or GINS downstream of the DDK-mediated Mcm4 phosphorylation 

step (Fig. 7c). In addition, sumoylation of each MCM subunit may have distinct roles. For 

example, unlike Mcm2–6, Mcm7 sumoylation persisted throughout most of S phase (Fig. 

2a–2b). Considering that Mcm7 is the only MCM subunit that undergoes ubiquitination to 

enable MCM removal during replication termination, its sumoylation may be relevant to this 

event. Our findings on one effect of MCM sumoylation will stimulate future studies to 

uncover the full scope of its biological effects.

In summary, our findings reveal that a novel SUMO-based regulation exerts a negative 

influence on MCM activation, adding to the known positive regulation conferred by MCM 

phosphorylation. This dual modulation can expand the range of regulation, allowing for 

flexible integration of multiple biological cues, ranging from chromatin structure to 

developmental stages, and for providing precision and flexibility in replication regulation. 

Considering that MCM sumoylation is highly conserved, our work will stimulate the 

elucidation of the range of effects of this important modification in higher organisms.

Online Methods

Yeast strains and techniques

Standard procedures were used in cell growth and medium preparation. Strains are isogenic 

to W1588-4C, a RAD5 derivative of W303, (MATa ade2-1 can1-100 ura3-1 his3-11,15 
leu2-3,112 trp1-1 rad5-535)

39
. Strains and their usage in specific figure panels are listed in 

Supplementary Table. Proteins were tagged at their endogenous loci by standard methods 
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and correct tagging was verified by sequencing. Each MCM subunit was tagged with 3HA at 

the C-terminus, except Mcm3, which was tagged at its N-terminus and expressed from the 

ADH1 promoter. As shown in Supplementary Figure 7f, PADH1-Mcm3-HA expression level 

was about half that of Mcm7-HA, consistent with their endogenous protein level ratio
40

 and 

indicating normal protein levels. Mcm5 was additionally tagged with the Strep tag II at its 

C-terminus in Figure 1d and 3b. Aid-tagging has been described previously
30,31

. In brief, 

Psf2 was fused with a 3V5 tag-IAA7 module at its C-terminus, and Mcm6 was fused with 

IAA17-3Flag at its C-terminus. Mcm6-SuOn and -ctrl were constructed as described with 

minor modifications
34

. Both tags and a 3V5 linker were fused to the C-terminus of Mcm6. 

SuOn is composed of the catalytically dead Ulp1 protease domain (418-621aa; with C580S 

abolishing the activity)
34,35

. The control tag has the F474A mutation that disrupts SUMO 

interaction
34,35

. We note that SuOn is different from the canonical SUMO-interacting motif 

(SIM) as it interacts with the C-terminal tail of SUMO through a distinct large interface and 

has strict orientation requirements
35

. Yeast dissection and spotting assays were performed 

using standard procedures. All genetic and biochemical experiments were performed using 

two different spore clones for each genotype.

Synchronization procedures

For experiments that entailed alpha factor arrest, cells were treated for 2.5 hours with 5 

ug/ml (for BAR1+ cells) or 100 ng/ml (for bar1Δ cells) alpha factor. For experiments 

involving G2/M arrest, cells were grown in media containing 1% DMSO to early log phase 

and treated with 15 ug/ml nocodazole for 3 hours. In all cases, cell morphology was checked 

to confirm the arrest. Experiments in Figure 1d and 4c were performed as described 

previously
37

. In brief, cultures grown in YPGalactose at 24°C were arrested in G2-M and 

split into two, one of which received 2% glucose for 1 hour. Subsequently, cells were 

released into the same media containing alpha factor for 2.5 hours before harvesting. For the 

experiment in Figure 3a, cells were arrest by alpha factor at 24°C, then temperature was 

shifted to 37°C for 1 hour. Subsequently, cultures were split into two, only one of which was 

released from alpha factor into S phase. Samples were taken from both cultures 40 minutes 

afterwards. For experiments in Figure 3b, cells were arrested in G2-M phase at 24°C, IAA 

was added to a final concentration of 1 mM. After 1 hour, cells were released into media 

containing alpha factor and 1 mM IAA for 3 hours, and then released into media containing 

1 mM IAA for 40 min. For the experiment in Figure 3c, alpha factor arrested cells were 

released into YPD media containing 300 ug/ml pronase and 200 mM HU at 24°C for 40 

minutes. For experiments in Figures 5 and 6a, diploid cells containing Mcm6-SuOn or 

Mcm6-ctrl and a Mcm6-aid degron allele and homozygous for cdc7-4 were used. Cells were 

grown at the permissive temperature for cdc7-4 (24°C) and synchronized in G2-M. Then 

Mcm6-aid was depleted by the addition of 1 mM IAA for 1 hour. Subsequently, cells were 

released from G2-M arrest and synchronized at the G1-S boundary by raising the 

temperature to 37°C to inactivate cdc7-4. Finally, cells were released by rapid cooling to 

24°C.

Detection of protein sumoylation

Unless otherwise indicated, standard Ni-NTA pull down method was used as described
29

. 

Smt3 was tagged with HF (6His-Flag) at its N terminus and expressed from its endogenous 
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promoter
41

. Cell extracts prepared by 55% TCA precipitation were dissolved in Buffer A (6 

M Guanidine HCl, 100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) with 

rotation at room temperature. Cleared supernatant was then incubated with Ni-NTA resin 

(Qiagen) after the addition of Tween 20 (0.05% final concentration) and imidazole (4.4 mM 

final concentration) overnight at room temperature. Beads were then washed twice with 

Buffer A containing 0.05% Tween 20 and four times with Buffer C (8 M urea, 100 mM 

sodium phosphate, pH 6.3, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.3) containing 0.05% Tween 20. HU 

buffer (8 M urea, 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 1 mM EDTA, 5% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol 

blue, 1.5% DTT, 200 mM imidazole) was used to elute proteins from the beads before 

loading on to a 3–8% gradient Tris-Acetate gel (Life Technologies). Western blots were 

probed with antibodies recognizing the tagged substrates detecting both sumoylated and 

unmodified bands. The latter is due to non-specific binding to the Ni-NTA beads and is not 

enriched when using HF-Smt3. Our previous work using a protein immunoprecipitation 

method showed sumoylation of two MCM subunits under normal growth conditions
19

 and 

Supplementary Fig. 1b demonstrates the sumoylation of additional MCM subunits by using 

this method. As desumoylation cannot be efficiently prevented during this procedure, low 

abundant sumoylation forms are difficult to detect. However, the use of both untagged and 

HF-SUMO allowed better assessment of sumoylation due to the different sizes of 

sumoylated forms in the two situations (Supplementary Fig. 1b).

Two-dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis (2D gel)

2D gel analyses were performed as previously described
42

. Genomic DNA was extracted 

from spheroplasts and purified by standard CsCl centrifugation at 90 krpm for 9 hours at 

15°C. DNA was digested by EcoRI and separated by agarose gel electrophoresis in two 

dimensions. DNA was transferred to Hybond-XL membrane (GE Healthcare) and analyzed 

by Southern blot hybridization using probes specific for ARS305 or ARS609 as described 

previously
43

. Primer sequences used for amplification of the probes are available upon 

request.

Whole genome sequencing and copy number calculation

Both procedures were carried out as previously described
38,44

. Mcm6-ctrl and Mcm6-SuOn 

cells were collected at 0 and 30 min as described in Figure 5a. 1.5 ug genomic DNA from 

each sample was used to generate libraries using the KAPA’s library kit (iGO facility, 

MSKCC) and sequenced using HiSeq 2500 (Illumina). At least 10 million 50 bp paired-end 

reads were generated per sample. Reads were mapped to the S288c reference genome (SGD, 

SacCer2) excluding repetitive sequences, and summed in 1 kb bins using Genome Brower. 

Bins containing fewer than 600 reads were excluded. Custom R script was used to analyze 

the value for each locus. In brief, for each strain, the binned reads from the 30 min sample at 

a locus were divided by those from 0 min sample, and normalized to the ratio of total reads 

to give a genome-wide mean value of 1. This number was adjusted by the relative DNA 

content at 30 min in FACS fitting curve (Fig. 5b) to derive a relative copy number of the 

particular locus. The map of adjusted copy numbers were further smoothed with the “loess” 

function and shown in Figure 5e and Supplementary Figure 5. Detailed methods and data for 

calculating the relative copy number based on the whole genome sequencings are included 

in the GEO database (GSE70407).
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Protein extraction and immunoprecipitation (IP)

For Figures 2b and 6a, cells were resuspended in IP buffer (100 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.9, 

100 mM KOAC, 2 mM MgOAC, 1 mM ATP, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM NaF, 0.1 mM 

Na3VO4, 20 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM PMSF, 10 mM Benzamidine HCl, 10 ug/ml 

leupeptin, 1 ug/ml pepstatin A) containing 1x protease inhibitor (EDTA-free, Roche) and 20 

mM NEM. Cells were disrupted by bead beating. Benzonase was added to cell lysates, 

which were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C. After centrifugation for 20 min at 15,000 rpm at 

4°C, the supernatant was collected and incubated with prewashed HA (26182, Fisher) or V5 

conjugated beads (A7345, Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 hours at 4°C. For Figure 7b, minor changes 

were made to the IP buffer, 50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.9, 150 mM KOAC was used and 

glycerol was added at a final concentration of 10%.

Immunoblotting analysis and antibodies

Protein samples were resolved by 3–8% or 4–20% gradient gels (Life Technologies and Bio-

Rad) and transferred to a 0.2 um nitrocellulose membrane (G5678144, GE). Antibodies used 

are: anti-HA (F-7, Sc-7392, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-V5 (R960-25, Invitrogen), anti-

myc (9E10, Bio X cell), PAP (P1291, Sigma), anti-flag (M2, Sigma), anti-Rad53 (yC-19, 

sc-6749, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Orc2 (SB46, Abcam), anti-Pgk1 (22C5D8, 

Invitrogen), anti-Cdc6 (9H8/5, Abcam), anti-Strep tag II (A01732, Genscript), anti-Psf1 and 

anti-Mcm6 (gifts from Karim Labib)
17

, anti-Orc6 and anti-Cdc45 (gifts from Bruce 

Stillman)
4
 and anti-SUMO

39
. Validation of these antibodies are either provided on the 

manufacturer’s website or from the cited references. For quantification purpose, membranes 

were scanned with Fujifilm LAS-3000 luminescent image analyzer, which has a linear 

dynamic range of 104. Quantification of blots and generation of figures were done using 

ImageGauge and Photoshop.

Lambda phosphatase treatment

After immunoprecipitation on HA (Fisher, 26182) or Ni-NTA beads (Qiagen), the beads 

were washed three times with wash buffer (50 mM K-HEPES pH7.9, 150 mM KOAC, 2 

mM MgOAC, 10 ug/ml pepstatin, 10 ug/ml lepeptin, 0.5 mM PMSF, 1 mM benzamidine 

and 20 mM NEM). Beads were then resuspended in Lambda phosphatase reaction buffer (1x 

NEBuffer for PMP, 1 mM MnCl2 and 10 ug/ml pepstatin, 10 ug/ml lepeptin, 0.5 mM PMSF, 

1 mM benzamidine and 20 mM NEM). In control tests, the beads were incubated with 

reaction buffer and phosphatase inhibitors (50 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF and 10 mM 

Na3VO4). 80 U of lambda phosphatase (NEB, P0753S) was added, and incubated at 30°C 

for 30 min. Laemmili buffer was added to stop the reaction and the proteins were eluted by 

boiling at 95°C for 5 min before SDS-PAGE and western blotting analysis.

Other methods

Chromatin fractionation was performed as described previously with minor modifications
45

. 

In brief, spheroplasts were lysed in lysis buffer containing 1% Triton-X-100 and laid upon a 

30% sucrose cushion and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20 min to separate the supernatant 

and chromatin fractions. The chromatin-bound fraction was washed once with lysis buffer 

and re-suspended in the same buffer. Equal volumes of samples from lysate, supernatant and 
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chromatin fractions were precipitated with 20% TCA, and resuspended in Laemmli buffer 

with the addition of 2M Tris to neutralize TCA. Flow cytometry was performed as 

previously described using FACSCalibur flow cytometer, and data were analyzed with 

FlowJo Software. To calculate the relative DNA content in Figure 5b, the distance between 

1N and 2N DNA peaks was considered as 2 and the position of the 1N peak as 1. Then the 

distance between DNA peaks at each time point and the 1N DNA peak in G1 cells was 

measured and scaled between 1 and 2 and plotted. Original images of gels and blots used in 

this study can be found in Supplementary Data Set 1.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Sumoylation of six MCM subunits occurs on chromatin and depends on MCM loading 
at replication origins
a. Schematic of key events for MCM loading and activation (see text for details). 

Phosphorylation of Mcm4 is indicated as “Mmc4-P”. CDK: S-cyclin-dependent kinase; 

DDK: Dbf4-dependent kinase.

b. Mono-sumoylation of each MCM subunit occurs under normal growth conditions. HF-

Smt3 denotes His6-Flag-tagged SUMO, which allows the enrichment of sumoylated 

proteins on Ni-NTA beads, a method indicated as “Ni PD”. MCM subunits were tagged with 

HA. Unmodified and sumoylated bands are indicated by dots and arrowheads, respectively. 

Equal protein loading is shown by Ponceau S stain (stain). Similar methods and annotations 

are used in subsequent figure panels.

c. Only chromatin-bound MCM subunits show sumoylation. MCM subunits were tagged 

with HA and examined in chromatin fractionation and Ni PD tests. Ch and Su indicate 

chromatin-bound and supernatant fractions. Orc2 and Pgk1 are markers for chromatin and 

supernatant fractions in cell extracts (WCE), respectively.

d. Sumoylation of MCM subunits in G1 phase depends on Cdc6. Top, experimental scheme 

for Cdc6 depletion that prevents MCM loading, as described previously
37

. Mcmc2–4, 6, and 

7 were tagged with HA, while Mcm5 was tagged with Strep tag II to be compatible with the 

Gal-Cdc6 construct. Successful Cdc6 depletion is shown in Supplementary Figure 2a.
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Figure 2. Sumoylation levels of MCM subunits oscillate during the cell cycle
a. Mcm6 sumoylation level peaks in G1 phase, declines during S phase, and increases in late 

M phase. Flow cytometry (top) and immunoblotting (middle) show cell cycle progression 

and Mcm6 sumoylation status from cells arrested in G1 and indicated time points after 

release from G1. The graph depicts the relative ratio of sumoylated/unmodified Mcm6 on 

the western blot with the ratio in G1 cells set to 1. The ratio presented here and in other 

figures is not the absolute sumoylation level, as sumoylated forms were enriched; rather it is 

used to index changes in sumoylation levels. Staining at the bottom shows loading.

b. Dynamic MCM sumoylation and phosphorylation during the cell cycle. As in (a), FACS 

profiles and immunoblotting after Ni PD show sumoylation status of HA-tagged MCM 

subunits at indicated time points. Middle: examination of phosphorylation levels of Mcm4 

and Orc6. Bottom: examination of CMG levels after immunoprecipitation of Mcm4 and 

probing for Psf1, a subunit of GINS.

c. The relative ratio of sumoylated or phosphorylated Mcm4 to total Mcm4 level. The ratio 

was calculated based on results in (b), the ratio in G1 cells was set to 1.
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Figure 3. Mcm2–6 sumoylation loss at the G1-S transition requires DDK, GINS, and replication 
initiation
a. Mcm2–6 sumoylation in G1 phase does not require DDK, but its decrease in S phase 

depends on DDK. Top: experimental schemes for Cdc7 inactivation as described 

previously
38

 (see Methods). The sumoylation status of each HA-tagged MCM at indicated 

time points is shown.

b. Sumoylation of Mcm2–6 in G1 phase does not require GINS, but its decrease in S phase 

depends on the GINS subunit Psf2. Top: experimental schemes for Psf2 depletion (see 

Methods). Mcm5 was tagged with Strep tag II to be compatible with the Psf2–aid construct, 

and other MCM subunits are tagged with HA.

c. Mcm6 sumoylation loss coincides with firing of both early and late origins. Top: 

experimental schemes for G1 arrest and release. Immunoblots show Mcm6 sumoylation 

status at indicated time points. Note that dbf4-4A sld3-A cells allow late origin firing under 

this condition
12

. Rad53 phosphorylation (bottom) shows the effectiveness of HU treatment.
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Figure 4. Increasing sumoylation by Mcm6-SuOn slows growth and this defect is suppressed by a 
ubc9 mutant
a. Mcm6-SuOn exhibits elevated sumoylation in G1 and S phases. Immunoblot at top shows 

Mcm6-ctrl and Mcm6-SuOn proteins (tagged with V5) from whole cell lysates. Equal 

loading is indicated by Ponceau stain, and lack of checkpoint activation is shown by the 

absence of Rad53 phosphorylation. MMS-treated sample without tagging shows no cross-

reaction bands on α-V5 blot (top) and robust Rad53 phosphorylation (bottom).

b. Sumoylation of Mcm6-SuOn and Mcm6-ctrl occurs in the chromatin-bound fraction in 

G1 cells.

c. Sumoylation of Mcm6-SuOn in G1 requires Cdc6. Cell growth is described in Fig. 1d and 

Mcm6 sumoylation is detected as in (a). Cdc6 depletion is detected by immunoblotting. * 

indicates a cross-reaction band.

d. Mcm6-SuOn, but not Mcm6-ctrl, results in slow growth. Representative tetrads from 

Mcm6-SuOn/+ or Mcm6-ctrl/+ diploid strains are shown. Spores clones were grown at 30°C 

for 3–4 days and genotypes are indicated.

e. Slow growth of Mcm6-SuOn cells is suppressed by a SUMO E2 Ubc9 mutation 

(ubc9-10). Representative tetrads from dissection of Mcm6-SuOn/+ ubc9-10/+ diploid 

strains are shown as in (d).
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Figure 5. Mcm6-SuOn impairs replication initiation
a. Mcm6-SuOn cells exhibit slower replication by flow cytometry analyses. Strains 

contained cdc7-4 to arrest cells before replication initiates. Experimental scheme and flow 

cytometry profiles show that cells were arrested in G2-M followed by IAA addition to 

degrade Mcm6-aid, then temperature shift to 37°C to inactivate cdc7-4 and achieve arrest 

before replication initiation, and cooling to 24°C to allow cells to progress into S phase. 

Mcm6-aid degradation is shown (bottom) and arrow denotes the Mcm6-aid band.

b. Quantification of DNA content from (a) is shown.

c. Mcm6-SuOn shows defective firing at the ARS305 locus. 2D gel results show different 

origin firing between Mcm6-ctrl and Mcm6-SuOn strains. Cells were from the experiment in 

(a). Bubble DNA structures representing origin firing events are labeled by red arrows.

d. Mcm6-SuOn shows defective firing at the ARS609 locus. As in (c), except ARS609-

specific probe was used.

e. Copy number changes in a section of chromosome XI are shown based on genome 

sequencing of the 30 min post-release samples in (a). Open circles represent the confirmed 

replication origins according to OriBD.
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Figure 6. Mcm6-SuOn cells exhibit low levels of CMG and phosphorylation of Mcm4 that can be 
suppressed by rif1Δ
a. Mcm6-SuOn cells have reduced CMG levels. Immunoblots at top show 

immunoprecipitated Mcm6 and associated Cdc45 and Psf1. Immunoblots at bottom show 

Mcm6, Cdc45, and Psf1 protein levels in the input. Indicated time points are the same as in 

experiments depicted in Fig. 5a.

b. The reduced Mcm4 phosphorylation in Mcm6-SuOn cells is restored by rif1Δ. As in Fig. 

2b, immunoblots (top two) shows Mcm4 phosphorylation with long exposure for detecting 

Mcm4 phosphorylation and short exposures for detecting unmodified Mcm4 protein levels. 

Immunoblot at bottom shows Mcm6 protein levels and sumoylation status. Relative ratio of 

phosphorylated Mcm4 versus unmodified Mcm4 is plotted in the graph.
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Figure 7. rif1Δ suppresses Mcm6-SuOn growth defects and Mcm6-SuOn leads to enhanced 
association between Mcm6 and the Glc7 phosphatase
a. Rif1 removal partially rescues the growth defects of Mcm6-SuOn. Left, representative 

tetrads from dissection of the Mcm6-SuOn/+ rif1Δ/+ diploid strain. Right, 5-fold serial 

dilutions of cells spotted on YPD plates.

b. Increased levels of Glc7 are associated with Mcm6-SuOn, compared to Mcm6-ctrl. Using 

G1-arrested cells, Mcm6 was immunoprecipitated and the associated Glc7 levels were 

examined. Quantification of the amount of Glc7 in the immunoprecipitated fraction is 

plotted, with the value of untagged control (first lane) set to 1.

c. A model depicts the spatial and temporal pattern of the MCM sumoylation cycle and a 

role of MCM sumoylation in negatively regulating replication initiation. For simplicity, only 

the replication factors used in this study are shown. After Cdc6-mediated MCM loading at 

replication origins, a fraction of Mcm2–7 subunits is sumoylated. This occurs prior to DDK-

mediated Mcm4 phosphorylation and CMG formation. One function of MCM sumoylation 

is to aid Glc7 phosphatase recruitment to counteract Mcm4 phosphorylation in G1, 

preventing premature CMG formation. Roles for MCM sumoylation at an event after DDK 

activation are possible (“?”). As replication is initiated in waves from early and late origins, 

Mcm2–6 sumoylation decreases. The loss of Mcm2–6 sumoylation is concomitant with the 

appearance of DDK-mediated Mcm4 phosphorylation, both promoting replication initiation.
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